Abstract-In context of manufacturing, numerous models are designed to appropriately represent the facility layout problem (FLP) and a variety of optimization methods have been applied to solve these models. The ultimate goal of these methods is to find optimal solutions, In regard to Swarm Intelligence (SI), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are regarded as the most important SI techniques of our time. In this paper, a brief introduction for the so far most promising approaches to facility layout related topics, are provided. The succeeding paper will then illustrate some of those, in more detail. Moreover, we examine ACO modifications and extensions that could contribute to optimization methods in FLP; mostly conform to NP-hard combinatorial problems. future research areas are identified in Construction Site Facility Layout Problems, Multi-Criteria Facility Layout Problems and Dynamic Facility Layout Problems.
I. INTRUDUCTION
Facility Layout Problems (FLP) are acknowledged to be among the most challenging and important subjects in the field of manufacturing. To tackle different types of FLP, several specialized optimization methods have been developed and applied over the past decades. Because of computational difficulties in solving such problems exactly, heuristic procedures have been widely used. Currently, Metaheuristic frameworks for advanced heuristics, Ant Colony Optimization are the most commonly used optimization methods. Hybrid heuristics that combine several of approaches appear to perform well and hold promise for solving complicated FLP in the future. ACO come a long way since its first introduction. In case of FLP, ACO-QAP methods at the end of the 21st century set the ground for a new and foremost promising research field [1] . Results, and moreover the properties of the ACO metaheuristic, motivated research for more complex fields of FLP. The succeeding paper will describe most of the outlined ACO applications. First, basic applications for QAP, which boost the research efforts in ACO for FLP, are presented. The majority of the outlined approaches are based or derived from. The following table illustrates recent research trends, categorized by identified FLP fields. 
II. ACO MECHANISM FOR QUADRATIC ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS(QAP)
In the light of ACO for a travelling salesman problem and heuristics applied to the QAP, several researchers have extended the ACO approach, to exploit the ACO mechanism for QAP. [2] conclude that AS, as a heuristic algorithm, is competitive to comparable heuristics for QAP, such as SA, TS and GA.
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Apart from that, hybrid approaches are reported, such as the hybrid ant system approach (HAS-QAP) by [2] . That hybrid approach interleaves the ant colony algorithm with a LS improvement heuristic. Besides genetic-hybrid algorithms, HAS-QAP is classified as the best known heuristic for structured QAP [2] . Yet, it is found less competitive for unstructured, random QAP. However, it differs significantly from other ACO approaches, since it modifies solutions, instead of constructing them, with pheromone information. The solution construction is part of the ACO metaheuristic, which dominates further research in that field. [3] utilizes a lower bound, that states iteratively for each ant step possible cost estimations for the current solution. Thereby, it considers tentatively partial solutions (different possible pairs, where a pair represents a facility assigned to a location ) to the current solution. By this means, a partial solution that leads to lower cost estimation can be included to the current solution [4] . Yet, applying a lower bound increases computational complexity [5] . The Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) approach by [6] has several extensions for the metaheuristic. With a focus on solution quality, only the best ants (with the best solutions obtained for each iteration) can drop pheromone [7] . Moreover, a pheromone range limit avoids search stagnation, and high initial pheromone values improve ant exploration. But, as well as the Fast Ant System (FANT), heuristic information is not used. FANT applies only one ant for the solution construction and neglects pheromone evaporation . The extension of ACO to QAP is very straightforward and in many ways similar to the travelling salesman problem. Still, a couple of modifications have to be considered, such as the different solution components, which consist of the assignment of facilities to locations. Hence, objective function, heuristic information and the LS procedure differ from the previously introduced AS for the travelling salesman problem. At this point, a complete presentation is not outlined; however the main differences are emphasized.
III. QAP PRINCIPLE
The quadratic objective function for the QAP is mostly modeled as .
Different to the original QAP, binary variables are neglected, yet there exists a second integer optimization problem approach that follows the original model. The objective is to minimize , which includes the information of a distance matrix , between location pairs and i and j a flow matrix , for to be assigned facilities r and s. An assignment leads to an objective value, which corresponds to the solution quality, while the arbitrary permutation (of all possible permutations ) gives the cost contribution for assigning i and j to locations and . Regarding to the introduced QAP model by [8] and the presented metaheuristic by [9] , the general process for ACO algorithm to QAP can be described as follows. A graph designates the problem to find feasible pairs of facilities to locations, within a given area dimensions. Especially, the FLP demands a set of constraints that correspond to real world requirements. The geometries of facilities are as important as adjacency necessities. The latter, sets the desire to arrange certain facilities next to each other, for example due to a mandatory flow order in the layout. Further, two important aspects need to be considered for the implementation to QAP. First, the ACO mechanism of pheromone deposits will be exploited in the sense of the desirability to position a facility to a location. Second, ACO for QAP is modeled with certain extensions, such as a LS algorithm, to ensure better solutions compared to single construction algorithms [10] . To a certain point, ACO for QAP resembles the approach for the travelling salesman problems. Artificial ants initially construct solutions by a stochastic policy; where each ant of the population has a random starting node, from where it travels through a graph G. This stochastic policy implies the ant's path search behavior is based on pheromone information denoted as and heuristic information denoted as . Heuristic information is a problem dependent parameter of ACO, and therefore differs from the previously introduced Ant System (AS) for the travelling salesman problem. There, the heuristic value for two cities is a function of the distance. Regarding the QAP, flow is contemplated as well as the distance of facilities and locations. Hence, bias the path search behavior of an assignment of each facility , and considers the distance and flow matrix, which are the distances between all locations and the flow between all facilities. The lower the distance potential of a location, the closer the location is situated from the center. At the same time, the higher the flow potential , the more important is the facility. The heuristic information for a QAP is stated as . The edge between two nodes is defined as . Moreover, practical applications show that a fix assignment order can be advantageous, where ants pick preordered facilities and assign them iteratively to the locations. The construction step makes use of pheromone and heuristic information, which also can help to learn a more appropriate assignment order. In this manner, ants travel from location to location with the overall goal that an assignment comes with low cost contribution to the objective value. These decisions are directed by the ant's path search behavior, which are supported by the LS procedure. Since such an improvement algorithm results in better solutions, a local 2-opt search algorithm is iteratively applied, which either can be implemented as a firstor best-improvement pivoting rule. Both approaches come with disadvantages and force the algorithm designer to a trade-off. The best-improvement pivoting rule examines the complete neighborhood, considers previous iterations and leads to faster computation times. The first-improvement approach commits a swap of nodes for the first discovered improvement. This leads to the necessity of several improvement steps, until a local minimum can be reached. That comes with an increase of computation time, which could be stopped with a limit of improvement steps [11] . An improved objective value, by means of swapping, can be efficiently measured by updating the effect of permutations. Thereby, the following function computes the difference of an objective value achieved by exchanging two facilities r and s. Hence, the set of possible permutations defines its neighborhood. An efficient LS and neighborhood updating for the QAP is denoted by [12] , Succeeding permutation increases the computation time for current permutations for and with regard to and , since this state permutation solutions of preceding iterations.
A deeper insight into the implementation and efficiency of LS algorithm to ACO is documented by [12] .
IV. MMAS FOR QAP
So far, the main steps for an ACO metaheuristic applied to QAP were described. In fact, the introduction was mainly based on AS. Its performance, especially for the travelling salesman problem, is not regarded competitive for already applied algorithms. Contrary, several extended QAP applications show substantial improvements to competitive heuristics. Under those, especially the implementation of a lower bound in ANTS-QAP, the cost of partial solutions and MMAS is promising. ANTS-QAP combines ACO with a tabu list. It applies a lower bound to influence the probabilistic solutions and incorporates cost estimations of partial solutions [13] . MMAS, as a hybrid algorithm, features stronger results while it focuses on the exploitation of the search history. A key to its better performance lies in a specified search within ant solutions, such as an iteration-best approach. Combined with LS, MMAS is regarded as one of the best performing ACO algorithms for the travelling salesman problem and QAP, respectively [14] . While constructing heuristics stuck in sub-optimal regions, the additional improvement heuristic leads the algorithm towards optimal solutions. Such a sub-optimal solution is defined as the situation when ants create repeatedly same paths for different iterations. To avoid this, MMAS guides succeeding ants towards stronger solutions, yet it allows only one ant to commit a pheromone update for each solution. This update is either based on the current iteration best, or the overall best solution found of all preceding ant solution constructions. Substantially, MMAS differs in the following characteristics from AS [14] : only one ant (iteration-or global-best) performs the pheromone update, to forbear search stagnation, the amount of pheromone values during the update is limited, to achieve higher solution exploitation, the highest possible amount of pheromone is initially deposited. The MMAS solution construction differs from AS since it neglects heuristic information. Also, a preordering of facilities is recommended for a convenient assignment to facilities. Contrary, the LS is akin to the AS, whereas its pheromone update just resembles the AS. Its combination of pheromone evaporation and update differs in the calculation of the amount of pheromone, which is used for the update. This amount is computed by the inverse of the iteration-best cost.
In fact, this helps to avoid poor solutions, since those are different for each iteration and guide the ants towards better results. The application of pheromone limits is also introduced with MMAS, to forbear search stagnation. This repeatedly occurs if ants, due to higher pheromone levels on certain decision points, are trapped in the same solutions, which stops the exploration of the search space. Such a decision point for the QAP implies a possible location for a facility assignment, whereas for the travelling salesman problem this is denoted as a next possible move to an adjacent city. As a consequence, MMAS imposes pheromone limits.
The pheromone limits control the pheromone values on each decision point, while too high or low values are corrected to a maximum and minimum bound, respectively. By reinforcing the limits within the pheromone value range, the difference between pheromone values at decision points decrease and thereby the search exploitation of ants for each iteration is less biased. Contrary to the stagnation, convergence describes the situation when one possible solution associates with and the others associate with . As a consequence, ants follow , which corresponds to the best found solution [14] . To compute the maximum bound, an estimate of the asymptotically maximum value is utilized, where corresponds to the global best cost found for the current iteration.
The value for the minimum bound associates with the probability of making the right decision at each decision point, among solution alternatives, where denotes the number of right choices to construct the best solution and is assumed to be constant at all decision points. Therefore, the minimum bound is computed as For a detailed insight for various modifications of ACO algorithms for the QAP, the interested reader is referred to Stützle and Hoos, Stützle and Dorigo, Gambardella, Taillard and Dorigo [14, 15] .
V. HAS FOR QAP
To make the reader familiar with the next step in metaheuristic applications, namely hybrid algorithms, HAS for QAP is described in more detail. HAS represents the first approach to hybridize ACO. It aims to overcome the outlined issues of the so far known approaches. design a hybrid algorithm based on AS, that aims faster computation time and emphasizes a stronger focus on solution quality.
That HAS algorithm is structured as follows. An initial set of random solutions is created, referred to as permutations, where each conforms to an ant. LS are applied onthese initial permutations and an initial pheromone matrix is computed, with the inverse of the best solution found so far by the LS. The succeeding solution manipulation procedure modifies pheromone values for each permutation and carries out an additional 2-opt LS procedure That [16] , contains a swap between two facilities and , where is selected randomly and is computed by means of two different functions. The first, is weight with a probability of 0.9 and maximizes the pheromone value for position and respectively and the associated ,
The second function is weight with a probability of 0.1 to select s and is formulated as
The therefore obtained improved permutation is further enhanced twice with the first improving strategy towards , which is carried out on its entire neighborhood. The main thought behind this is a deeper exploitation, referred to as intensification, of the current solutions. Even if two LS steps are already applied on those, the characteristics of HAS requires the exploitation, to ensure enhanced solution quality. The initialization LS procedures and the pheromone modifications are executed fast, but are not necessarily leading to a local optimum [16] . Therefore, this ACO design results in a more aggressive solution search. Yet, it requires a more comprehensive control scheme of the search around found solutions, respectively. The exploitation is carried out as long as at least one ant finds an improving solution during the current iteration. In that case, each ant in the succeeding iteration starts with the best solution found within . That specific solution is than examined in more detail, by means of exploiting its neighborhood for improving swaps. In the case that ants get stuck and don't find new , the best found solution remains . That brings us to the pheromone update step that is associated with pheromone evaporation and update. The latter always utilizes only the best found ant solution so far Exploration will be activated in case that, after S iterations ants get stuck and can't improve the current solution. Therefore, exploration reinitializes the pheromone matrix with a random solution. That is carried out to almost all ants to escape the local trap. Yet, the best solution so far is saved by the associated ant. A thorough comparison based on Taillard problem instances, for a series of metaheuristics and hybrid algorithms, is examined [17] . Among others, HAS-QAP is compared to SA, TS and a hybrid GA approach, since those are believed to be under the performing metaheuristics. In this context, [17] conclude that HAS-QAP and the hybrid GA advantage is their ability to find good solutions for structured, irregular problems, but can't handle large solution space of good solutions.
Interestingly, TS and genetic-hybrids perform stronger on unstructured QAP. In case of structured QAP, HAS-QAP and MMAS-QAP are similar and perform better; where results for the LS heuristic show that a TS can be of advantage for MMAS-QAP [17, 18] . The upcoming part illustrates the application of ACO to a more genuine model, the machine layout problem.
VI. ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION FOR MACHINE LAYOUT PROBLEMS
[33] represent an ACO approach for the machine layout problem, which is based on the QAP and includes machine layout constraints. Regarding the FLP, these constraints are highly interesting, since they are not incorporated in other so far reviewed approaches. In fact, to present the simple idea of a machine layout design and foremost its necessary constraints, we forego, at this point, a detailed representation and refer the interested reader to [19] . Nonetheless, to set the framework for robust machine layout problems several assumptions have to be outlined upfront [19] : all machines are of fixed rectangular geometry, each machine can either be of horizontal or vertical orientation, distance between machines is measured from their centroids, a fixed rectangular boundary of size W x H surrounds all machines without any overlapping, floor dimensions and machine dimensions and coordinates of machine vertices must be of integer measurements, machine positions and orientations in an existing layout are given and when a machine's location is changed, a fixed rearrangement cost is incurred.
These assumptions are covered with a set of constraints and focus their object function on the material handling and rearrangement cost. An ACO for a machine layout problem is mainly applied to discrete optimization problems such as scheduling, routing or quadratic assignments. Its ant colony specifics follow mostly the previously introduced notion. To enable a discrete unit representation of locations, a graph layout that corresponds to a grid representation is carried out. This grid layout corresponds to the familiar graph layout, which consists of nodes and edges. Contrary to the known layout, a grid layout enables the algorithm to involve machine size impacts for succeeding machine assignments. Such a grid layout considers, additionally to nodes and edges, grid regions. Obviously, for a machine layout, the geometric parameters have a strong impact into the algorithm design and solution. Machine dimensions are therefore measured with and , where [19] .
Figure 1. A Grid Layout Representation [19]
The floor space is described with columns and rows . Any new machine node position (in x and y coordinates) is determined by an ant and results in a visit of nodes. Thereby, the latter parameters describe the width and length of a machine. The assignment process works in a manner that, as soon as an ant visits a machine node on its path, it simultaneously visits grid regions occupied by a machine. The number of such occupied regions can vary due to the machine orientation from two (vertical), to four (square size), to six grid regions (horizontal). Hence, it enables a variety of constraints for each machine. These constraints are very similar to those introduced [3] , where machine and floor coordinates are included to enforce the above mentioned requirements. Regarding its nature, a QAP application needs several modifications. ACO for machine layout problems shows a number of adjustments, particularly for the ant colony construction. In the following, we focus on the solution construction, which is crucial for the implementation of machine positions and order. Heuristic and pheromone information design is examined in more detail, to emphasize the idea of an ACO approach for a machine layout problem. Yet, to keep the machine layout problem simple for the reader, variables such as pheromone or ants are not changed to the previously used algorithms. The structure of the ant's path search behaviorr is designed as a random decision between a stochastic (similar to the introduced AS) and a deterministic policy. The latter is depicted below, with and as a control parameter.
is the set of free machine nodes yet to be visited by an ant k. The corresponding stochastic policy is described as In this regard, pheromone and heuristic information are used and biased by importance parameters. Ants travel along the graph and make decisions out of a set of unvisited nodes.
Contrary to the travelling salesman problem, the QAP need a more complex consideration of its important characteristics for the ACO implementation. As a consequence, heuristic information is designed towards the needs of an assignment problem. Thereby, two different heuristic functions are describing the affinity of a machine to be assigned to a location candidate [19] . To determine the next machine , the machine order is computed first, out of a set of already assigned machines. It utilizes the material handling cost and the material flow amount from the set of machines assigned by ant after step .
Based on its incremental cost contribution to the objective value, the heuristic function for the machine position computes as follows.
It incorporates the material handling and the amount of material flow of unassigned machines between machine and . Moreover, the assignment of a machine j to a location candidate , bias the rearrangement costs , for a set of free machines . The pheromone update is designed such that the quality of already constructed solutions helps to compute the pheromone value. Therefore, it incorporates objective costs regarding to previous iteration and ants best solutions. With this background, the focus for an ACO for machine layout problem lies on machine locations, orientation and machine position order. Surely, to account for the complexity of appropriate locations for each machine, an additional calculation is necessary. Such a calculation for a possible location examines the impact (location and orientation) of an assignment. To determine , out of a set of unoccupied grid regions , is the set of grid regions already occupied by machine i , where corresponds to an occupied location. However, the pheromone information is adjusted to the accumulated amount for each machine and its occupied space on the graph, is denoted as . That incorporates pheromone information of all edges associated to a machine node, which includes those of the grid regions. With that, the average pheromone is calculated as, A location is then denoted as, Both lead to the probability of an ant to assign machine i to location .
Summarized in pseudo-code, the machine layout problem ACO algorithm works as follows, **Initialize** Repeat ** Generate Solutions ** Start each ant on a different machine (if possible) For i = 1 to N do For to do Choose next machine Assign position to with Update End for End for **Update pheromone** Calculate Evaporate and reinforce Until termination requirement is met {Yang, 2017 #67} Also, according to several researchers, the QAP for unequal area facility layout problems might be modeled as a modified QAP [20] . Just recently, Wong developed an ACO approach for unequal area facility layout problems. He modifies the introduced algorithm by Dorigo with the introduced properties of unequal areas, especially regarding to the heuristic information and the probability value. It shall be noticed, that the ant solution representation and the three main phases for Wong's ACO algorithm, are very much related to the metaheuristic algorithm by [21] . Hybrid Ant Colony Optimization Despite a significant number of research efforts for a competitive QAP solution method, other metaheuristics prove stronger robustness than the so far presented ant colony approaches.
Therefore, an intensified research for hybrid ACO is carried out. Based on the illustrated metaheuristic design, ACO is enabled to be coupled with other approaches such as GA or SA. The idea for an extension of ACO is generally to compensate its weaknesses, which are computation time as well as the solution quality, with other metaheuristics or procedures. Recall, that exploration of the solution space and exploitation of promising partial solutions are crucial for a competitive optimization performance.
VII. HYBRID ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION WITH SIMULATED ANNEALING
[15] examine the potential of the simulated annealing metaheuristic as a LS for ACO. Yet again, the algorithm is carried out to solve QAP. They organize their algorithm in four steps. The initialization step assigns ants randomly to locations with a uniform pheromone value. The solution manipulation step commits pheromone value modifications and the LS. The pheromone value update step is based upon the three previously best found solutions and the known evaporation procedure. The last step, called diversification, explores the solution space if the best found solutions could not be improved after n/2 iteration. The LS starts after the solution manipulation and conforms to the simulated annealing metaheuristic. That confirms to the known principle, where beginning from a random solution j a neighborhood solution i is selected and their objective function difference is computed. The randomly selected initial solution is replaced if that difference indicates an objective function improvement. For a nonnegative difference, a replacement is carried out with the probability of , where T denotes the current temperature value [12] . The search for neighborhood solutions, the cooling schedule with appropriate parameters and the termination criterion have to be evaluated carefully due to simulated annealing characteristics and the focus for good solution quality. [12] depict their LS method in a three step pseudo code. 1.
;{ is a counter} Determine the initial permutation , the initial temperature , the last temperature and a cooling proportion . 2. Create a new permutation from the current permutation by using selected neighborhood mechanism;
If Then
Else If random Then 3.
;{ is a temperature of iteration} If Then; { is the number of iterations} Stop; Else GOTO Step 2 The earlier introduced look-ahead/look-back strategy is added up to the Pairwise exchange heuristic, to consider the multiperiod nature of DFLP. As a conclusion, [22] states a well performance of HAS for DFLP compared to known approaches such as TS, while the extended Pairwise exchange heuristic outperformed simple SA and Pairwise exchange heuristic. [9] report a population based hybrid ant system, that is a modification of the first ACO hybrid approach, HAS. Recall that HAS is initially designed to be applied for QAP and so is PHAS. A closer look into population based hybrid ant system reveals its resemblance to HAS. In fact, its main modification is the selected ant population size that is proportional to the considered problem size . Therefore, the solution initialization of permutations is generated randomly. Such as for the HAS, a 2-opt LS is applied subsequently and the received best solution is used for the pheromone matrix initialization. That is carried out with As was the case for HAS, population based hybrid ant system needs a more thorough control of exploitation and exploration, referred to as intensification and diversification. Again that is needed, since the algorithm structure comes with faster computation performance, whereby the solution quality suffers. A comprehensive explanation of the HAS-QAP is provided, yet we outline the pseudo code by [9] to emphasize the algorithm mechanisms. That also illustrates the thorough structure of population based hybrid ant system, and shows that interleaved heuristics have to be applied to achieve sustain solution quality improvement. 
IX. CONCULUSION
Ant Colony Optimization is highly attractive for hybrid approaches. Those, are especially investigated in combination with evolutionary algorithm, such as Genetic Algorithms. To date, its unconstrained nature and necessary problem formulation mapping efforts, avoid broader fields of application. In case of Dynamic Facility Layout Problems, the Discrete Ant Colony Optimization is reported to outperform all known metaheuristics. Showing off its potential and heavily examination in its theoretic capabilities, future research areas are identified in Construction Site Facility Layout Problems, Multi-Criteria Facility Layout Problems and Dynamic Facility Layout Problems.
